“If you’re lucky, your healing will come in the form you anticipate. If you’re really lucky, your healing will come in a form you’ve not even dreamed of - one which the Universe specifically has in mind for you.”
Initially skeptical, Dr. Pearl came to understand that there is a universal intelligence which is accessible to us all – one that can facilitate extraordinary healings through bringing us into alignment, balance, and harmony.

Dr. Eric Pearl is the Founder of Reconnective Healing, author of the international bestseller “The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal Yourself”, and co-author of the newly released “Solomon Speaks on Reconnecting Your Life”.

Dr. Pearl had been running a successful chiropractic practice in Los Angeles for 12 years when a series of bizarre occurrences led him to realize that his gift lay far beyond the realm of spinal adjustment. One patient after another reported healings from cancers, epilepsy, cerebral palsy and other severe health conditions, simply when Dr. Pearl held his hands near their bodies.

Seeking to understand what was happening, Dr. Pearl consulted with leaders in science, medicine, and spirituality – discovering they did not have the answers either. Supported by researchers affiliated with institutions such as Harvard, Yale, and Stanford, Dr. Pearl went on to pioneer studies on the healing frequencies that today, Reconnective Healing has been taught to over 75,000 people around the world so far. Dr. Pearl has been featured in top media including The Dr. Oz Show, CNN and The New York Times; has presented at leading venues including the United Nations and Madison Square Garden; and his internationally-bestselling book, The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal Yourself, now in more than 36 languages, has been endorsed by notables including Deepak Chopra, MD and Wayne Dyer, PhD. His long awaited second book, “Solomon Speaks on Reconnecting Your Life”, recently released by Hay House this year, is already planned to be released in close to 20 languages.

Over time, Dr. Pearl also learned how to teach others to access these frequencies and, as such, to promptly and successfully facilitate healings for themselves and others. To date, 75,000 people around the world have been trained in Reconnective Healing.
Q For those of our readers who may not know who you are, can you tell us what you do?

I’m a person just like you. Each and every one of us has our own special gifts and talents. I was gifted with the ability to access an expanded level of healing and accepted the responsibility that came along with it of imparting this ability to others. This expanded level of healing and evolution is called Reconnective Healing and The Reconnection.

Q What is Reconnective healing?

Reconnective Healing is a comprehensive healing approach that transcends the complex rituals and techniques integral to numerous energy healing modalities. It is an easy, non-invasive way that everyone can learn how to do, to help heal others and themselves.

Q How did you encounter Reconnective Healing?

For 12 years I was very happy as a doctor. I had one of the largest and most successful chiropractic practices in Los Angeles and that was how I thought I would spend my life. But, you see, I went home on a Thursday thinking that I was a Doctor of Chiropractic and when I came back on that Monday, I was something else. Mind you, my parents had always told me that I was something else, but this probably wasn’t what they had in mind.

That Thursday I was awakened in the middle of the night by a bright light. I opened my eyes to see what it was. It wasn’t anything seemingly spiritual or metaphysical, it was just the lamp next to my bed. It had turned itself on. I had that lamp for a good 10 years, it had never turned itself on before. And at the same time it felt as if there were people in my home, which was a somewhat uncomfortable feeling, shall I say. So I got up bravely with a knife, a can of pepper spray and my Doberman pincher and I went hunting through the house. I couldn’t find anyone, so I went back to sleep telling myself it had to have been my imagination.

But that Monday when I went into my office, seven of my patients independently of one other told me that they felt somebody in the room with us, the same way I had felt people in my home that previous Thursday night when I was awakened by the light. Of course, this was my twelfth year in practice and no one had ever said anything like this to me before, so seven people in one day... well, you would think that would have gotten my attention.

But other patients were telling me they could feel my hands before I touched them. I obviously didn’t believe them so I asked them to close their eyes and lie down on the chiropractic table. While they had their eyes closed I would stand anywhere from one to two to three meters away from them and hold my hands, palms aimed in different directions. And they could tell me whether I was aiming towards their ankles or their fingers or their head. I could see tiny little muscles in their face move involuntarily when I would do this, muscles rippling in their forehead or chin, pulling at their eyebrows, pulling at their lips. I would see their fingers and
their feet move involuntarily, arms or legs jerk, breathing change. It was here that I began to recognize that something unique was happening.

Q **How does it differ from other forms of healing?**

First, we need to understand that Reconnective Healing is not about curing symptoms. Reconnective Healing completely transcends traditional energy healing techniques and brings us in to a fuller state of balance. It is neither a therapy nor a treatment, as it does not address mere symptoms. It is something much, much more.

True healing is about balance. When we focus on getting rid of a symptom, we are focusing on getting rid of only a part of the problem – the physical, the mental, and the emotional manifestation of that problem. In Reconnective Healing we discover that the less we know about why the person thinks they’ve come in to see us, the better off that person is, because the less likely we are to focus on the symptom of the problem and therefore limit the outcome of the healing according to what we believe may or may not be possible. In other words, a true Reconnective Healing practitioner tends to bring about much greater results than energy technique healers because Reconnective Healing practitioners simply pay no attention whatsoever to what the supposed “problem” or symptoms are. Instead they step in with the consciousness of allowing that person to return to their peak vibration of energy, light and information. This therefore allows for any of the imbalances to simply vibrate out of the picture as most appropriate for that person to return to their optimal state of health.
You named your healing modality Reconnective Healing. What are we reconnecting?

We are reconnecting with our original true spiritual essence, that part of us that we reconnect with in between lifetimes. We are learning how to become one with that consciousness, with that state of being, now, while we are here on this physical plane.

What is one action we can take today to begin Reconnecting?

Some of the steps to begin to Reconnect I’ve given you in the 3rd portion of my book “The Reconnection”, to allow ourselves to feel and observe without judgment. And to discover our true desire to give without attachment to a specific result being received by another person in freeing ourselves from the attachment of someone receiving a result. In other words, in freeing ourselves from being result oriented and allowing ourselves to be process oriented, we change. Our health changes, we vibrate at a higher level of light, a higher level of the truth that each and every one of us truly are. When we are in a space with another human being while we are being at that level of who and that we truly are, that is us Reconnecting.

Speaking of your book “The Reconnection”, can you tell us more about it?

It wasn’t my intention to write a book, at least not by full conscious intention. Because I felt compelled to speak about this work and was doing so, someone recorded a presentation that I gave once, sent it off to Hay House book publisher, and they contacted me and asked me if I’d write a book. I told them I didn’t know how, so they gave me a formula to follow. They said make the first part of the book about my early life and the discovery of the work. Make the second part about the work itself, including the philosophy, the science and my understanding of it. Last, they said to make the third portion a basic “how to” so that you, the reader, can begin to access this on a personal level.

Now, just as with any profession, you can’t read a book and become a professional practitioner. If you read a book on hair dresser or dentistry, you may learn to take better care of your hair and teeth, but you’re not a professional stylist or dentist. Reading the book does not make you a practitioner, but it does teach you how to bring a more evolved level of healing to yourself, your friends and your family.
How does Reconnective Healing relate to healing from bodywork, energy, or prayer?

Body work tends to free up energy utilizing various physical approaches. Prayer is often a request of a nature between an individual – or, sometimes, a group of individuals – and God. Our energy healing techniques tend to be hands-on or hands-off approaches to healing. At least in their optimal design.

Reiki, Johrei, Jin Shin, QiGong – each of the different energy healing techniques, whatever the name we give them – access different portions of the energy field because via a technique all we can access is a subset or fragment or fraction of energy. Reconnective Healing is not a technique. It’s a way to transcend our techniques and therefore takes us beyond the entirety of energy and energy healing and into a spectrum of not just energy, but also light and information – aspects of light and information not previously seen here before now.

Let’s phrase it this way – the gift or the reward of stepping into Reconnective Healing is that this allows us to completely transcend the complicated techniques and fear-based rituals of energy healing. And in return we are able to facilitate healings that are far greater, that tend to be fairly instantaneous and tend to last for the lifetime of the person. The challenge is whether or not we are willing to transcend our techniques. Or, we can say that the gift or the reward of accessing Reconnective Healing is that it allows us to completely demystify the healing process. The challenge is whether or not we’re willing to allow the healing process to be demystified. The question, therefore, is if we’re not willing to transcend our techniques to do less to bring about more… we need to ask ourselves why. And if we are not willing to completely demystify the healing process to allow it to become clear and transparent for everyone, then we need to ask ourselves why. And if we are not willing to ask ourselves why… then we need to ask ourselves why we are not willing to ask ourselves why. Because it is within that question, the willingness to ask that question, that lies our true mastery.
Can Reconnective Healing lessen people’s dependency on pharmaceuticals, surgeries, and other conventional treatments? If so, how?

Once the body returns to its natural state of balance, our health tends to optimize itself. And, once in that state, often the imbalances that may have resulted in health challenges leave, so the need for the various treatments we are undergoing may no longer be there. At other times, the result may be that we attain more optimal results from the various treatments that we are undergoing. Either way, the need for these treatments may be lessened or completely alleviated HOWSOEVER if you are under the care of a medical doctor who has prescribed medications for you, you should only change your treatment care UNDER THE DIRECT GUIDANCE AND SUPERVISION OF YOUR MEDICAL DOCTOR.

Can anybody be taught to do this?

Anyone can learn how to do this work. We have not yet had someone attend a seminar that couldn’t learn how to access these new frequencies of energy, light and information. The question is whether they are willing to transcend the traditional energy healing techniques and rituals that come from fear, lack and limitation and, instead, facilitate a healing that comes from love, light and abundance.

We also have thousands of medical professionals around the world, including doctors, nurses and physical therapists that have attended our seminars and now incorporate Reconnective Healing into their healthcare practices. Many report that Reconnective Healing gives added benefit to their patients and gives them an alternative option to things such as surgeries and prescription medicines.

But again, every single person, no matter what his or her professional or family background, religion, or previous experience in healing, can learn how to do this work and facilitate miraculous healings for others, their families and themselves… Even if – and, sometimes, especially if – they have no background in healing whatsoever!
Tell us more about how each of us is a vehicle and conduit for divine source energy.

As Solomon says in my newest book, Solomon Speaks on Reconnecting Your Life (Hay House May 2013), we are all a conduit of this energy, “connected by a chain leading to the center of That Which Is”, or in your words, divine source energy. Just as each ray of the sun contains, in holographic form, 100% of the sun, and is, therefore, an expression on Earth of the sun, we are each representations of divine source energy, of God, of Love, of the Intelligence of the Universe. In other words, we are not only a vehicle or a conduit; we are the full expression within each and every one of us.

Are you noticing a trend towards more mainstream and scientific acceptance of these ideas?

Absolutely. There’s an expression that says “progress marches forward one funeral at a time.” In other words, as younger, more open, newer generations step in to replace previous generations, they become the mainstream. As younger generations step in to replace the older generations in science, they become the mainstream in science. And as science discovers more and more of the truth, Reconnective Healing becomes the mainstream in science and in healing.

For example, six independent international studies so far have shown that Reconnective Healing restructures – or as I like to say “reconnects” – our DNA. As well it has been scientifically confirmed that it also makes the very light that our DNA emits more coherent. Of course science often speaks to the scientifically minded and is often missed by the mainstream. Just recently I presented Reconnective Healing on The Dr. Oz Show where we demonstrated a healing on the air. Shows such as this allows the work to become more mainstream and we are thankful for the ever-increasing mainstream awareness.

Where can readers learn more about attending a seminar or becoming a Reconnective Healing practitioner?

To learn more, readers can visit our website at TheReconnection.com. There they can read more about the work, watch videos, read testimonials, view our upcoming schedule and register for our seminars and events. Your readers might also like to follow us on Facebook, as we provide regular updates and enjoy interacting with everyone interested in Reconnective Healing. Our Facebook page is http://www.facebook.com/DrEricPearl

For more information about Eric Pearl, Reconnective Healing, The Reconnection & upcoming events, visit TheReconnection.com or call +1 323 960 0012.